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Care in Mental Health

The Barnabas Drop-In Sessions

The Who and
What of APCMH

‘Joseph, a Levite from Cyprus, whom the apostles called Barnabas
(which means Son of Encouragement)’ Acts 4:36

St. Paul’s Community Project in partnership with APCMH

Mondays 2pm - 5pm
November First Aid
Plus various activities: Table tennis, dominoes, scrabble, art / craft,
poetry reading, tea / sandwiches / cakes and chat.

Wednesday 10am - 12pm
A more reflective discussion time with tea and biscuits, an opportunity
to all share concerns or to receive one-to-one support (by appointment).
Free. All Welcome.
Venue: St Paul’s Church Centre, 3 Rossmore Rd, NW1
(5 mins walk from Marylebone Station; buses 139 & 189 stop outside)

call: Captain Mark Dadds, or Sister Theresa: 0207 724 8517
‘When he arrived and saw the wonderful things God was doing, he was filled with
excitement & joy, and encouraged the believers to stay close to The Lord whatever the
cost. Barnabas was a kindly person, full of the Holy Spirit & strong in faith. As a
result large numbers of people were added to the Lord. (Acts 11:19-24)

Mental Health Support Group
St Andrew’s, Frognal, United Refromed Church NW3
2nd and 4th Friday of each month

10.15am-12noon
Aiming to provide friendship and mutual support for those living with mental
health concerns, both sufferers and carers, where matters may be explored
and discussion encouraged.
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APCMH is a Christian based, voluntary association of individual members
and affiliated groups who recognise the importance of spiritual values and
support in mental health. It has a network of supporters throughout the
United Kingdom and it welcomes and encourages people whatever their
own faith or belief system.
Governed by its National Committee, APCMH is primarily concerned to
promote and encourage "being alongside" people experiencing mental or
emotional distress.
For Specific Contacts, see above; for General Enquiries reach us:
c/o St Marylebone Parish Church,
17 Marylebone Road, London NW1 5LT
tel: 0844 800 9744 calls 5p / minute
registered charity: 1081642

/

net: www.pastoral.org.uk
limited company: 3957730

contact: The Revd Jonathan Dean: 0207 435 5725

or Jean Marsham: 0208 455 1240

All submissions welcomed by the Editor.

Junction of Frognal Lane / West End Lane / Finchley Road.

e-mail: steve.press@pastoral.org.uk
post: 9 St George's Road, Folkestone, Kent. CT19 4BE

near Finchley Rd Met / Jub;
113, 82, 13, 46, 268, 328, 139, C11 (West End Green);
Finchley Rd / Frognal (NL Metro),
Hampstead (Northern);
West Hampstead (First Capital Direct)

The views expressed in Being Alongside are
not necessarily those of the Association.
Origination by APCMH; printed by PrintInc: 020 8255 2110

Conference
Road To Recovery:
Supporting Families When Disaster Strikes

In This Issue

An essential one-day conference for professionals working with people
traumatised by sudden death or serious injury.
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A vital learning and networking opportunity for professionals working with
families affected by road crashes, homicide, manslaughter, GBH, accidents
in the home or workplace, major disasters, suicide, and other personal
disasters resulting in sudden death or injury.
Delegate Fee: £106 + VAT

Who should attend?
• Police Family Liaison Officers / • Police managers and trainers / • ICU and
A&E workers / • Bereavement officers
• Social workers / • Voluntary sector carers / • Counsellors and trauma
therapists / • Community health professionals / • Gps / • Faith leaders / •
Professionals such as PI solicitors and funeral directors

Topics include:
• Learning from people traumatically / bereaved and injured / • Best practice
support / • Welfare needs of professionals / • Shock symptoms / • Immediate
support / • Assessment and referrals for Post / Traumatic Stress Disorder / •
Family breakdown and support / • Supporting teenagers / • Addiction / • Disaster
management / • Financial help.

Exhibitions: Mind, Body Soul

Conference: Road to Recovery
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At Turvey Abbey
For some time the National Committee have been wanting to have a
longer period to reflect on what we do and what we might do in the future
in the context of a changing society and a growing interest in mental health
and spirituality. Many of the Committee, including some new co-opted
members, came together at Turvey Abbey in Bedfordshire over the
weekend of 31st August to 2nd September to engage in this process. We
were blessed by a very welcoming and small community of Benedictine
brothers and a French family who ensured we were comfortable and
cooked great meals for us! The Abbot, Brother John, shared some of his
experiences at the interface of spirituality and mental health and this
proved thought provoking and stimulating. We enjoyed the wonderful
gardens and woodland as well as the beautiful chapel and some services.
Thank you to all who came and contributed so much with ideas, reflection
and humour and particularly to John Vallat and Lionel Perkins for their efforts.
In recent years we have been a relatively small organisation with
several active branches, with on or two like Croydon becoming
independent. What is our particular charism, what do we have to offer
people? One of APCMH’s great strengths lies in the way we draw in and
include a wide range of people interested or involved in a variety of ways –
people who have experienced mental distress/illness, carers, pastoral and
faith
based
people,
professional
workers,
volunteers
and
charities/voluntary organisations. As you can imagine this isn’t always
easy as we often have different points of view/experiences/ needs. Yet if
we can see life as a journey of growth into love and compassion and God
then we can all support – and sometimes challenge – one another along
the way and, as a result I believe, learn more about ourselves as
individuals and as a community.

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE!
Buy your entrance tickets online NOW for any of the following
Mind Body Soul exhibitions and receive another ticket FREE!

27th & 28th October: London - Olympia
1st & 2nd December: Cambridge - Chilford Hall.
Mind Body Soul exhibitions offer 100 stands & 50 workshops.
Details of London workshops, lectures, & demonstrations are
now www.mbsevents.co.uk. (Cambridge will be online soon.)

In
the
John
Bunyan
Museum,
(Bunyan Meeting Free
Church in Mill Street,
Bedford),
Suzanne
wonders if it’s Chicken
Tonight...

Not surprisingly, over the weekend we were not able to reach any
clear conclusions!
However, we were able to look at our past
developments and recognise and honour the many individuals who have
contributed so much to ACMH and furthering its concerns. We then
looked at our current position and possible future options. As a result we
have begun to prioritise some of the areas that need attention sooner
rather than later and to set up sub-groups/committees to bring back ideas,
suggestion and decision pointers for the wider committee. We are starting
with looking at our Vision, Aims and Purpose; and then to re-write and
p2

(And no it wasn’t, it
was pork!)
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finding and pinning down those negative thoughts. It's not rocket science,
but it is hard for most people to face the negative ideas that we
instinctively want to run away from. e.g. "I'm a failure." It's the kind of thing
that can take trained therapists weeks of hard slog with patients to achieve.

republish our leaflet to give to enquirers and others. We have also started
to look at the Website.

Overcoming Depression is a book that sets out to explain CBT
techniques and get you to use them. Quite simply, the author does this by
a process of hammering on at the same point repeatedly until it sinks in.
Not in an obnoxious or unreadable manner, but in a sympathetic way that
recognises that these topics are just plain hard to accept somewhere deep
in that reptilian centre of our brains.
Some of the theory is explained and we're given a tour of the various
types of negative thoughts and styles of thinking that can lead to
depression. The rest of the book is a very practical step by step guide to
what to do about it, with examples and suggestions for exercises.
Paul Gilbert has done an admirable job and as someone who
struggled hopelessly with depression until I learnt these techniques, I can
thoroughly recommend this book.
It has become a matter of extreme importance for me to contribute
some lines about this book. For this is a mind manual for our times which
no one should be without - happy, sad or depressed. Professor Gilbert's
insights into the way we think are peerless and jump out at you from
literally every page. I suspect its readers soon identify with a great deal,
and if they don't, the chances are that it will help them to understand
someone close to them. The kind of vivid illumination Gilbert offers is both
startling and precious in equal measure. He also writes with a kindness
and gentleness that is palpable.

This is an exciting time for APCMH. We need to be open to discern
the signs of the times and to be open to opportunities available in mental
health and spirituality such as the National Spirituality and Mental Health
Forum; within faith communities; and increasingly in NHS Trusts. We have
also been blessed with a recent generous legacy which we need to use
responsibly and wisely within our small resources.
Your continuing prayers, ideas and suggestions would always be
welcome – either to myself (as Chair) via the national contact address or
phone number or via the editor of the newsletter, Steve Press (see inside
back cover for details).
Finally, many of us have been wondering whether it is time to change
our name! The Association for Pastoral Care in Mental Health (APCMH
for short) may describe what we do but it’s quite a mouthful to say! For
some the term ‘pastoral’ is unclear. So, friends, we would welcome
suggestions from our readers, a selection of which will be published in a
future newsletter. We hope that the winner (decided by the National
Committee) will launch our new name and leaflet some time next year.
Something to look forward to, I hope!
Chairperson, APCMH

If you have the misfortune to become depressed (or even unhappy - a
very different thing) you may well end up taking it everywhere you go. If
you previously didn't know what Cognitive Behavioural Therapy actually
was, then this book will most likely turn you into a convert. And can this
man write! Forget the Queen, this is the person I'd most want to meet.
My only disappointment is the unforgiveably po-faced title and a cover
design that would be more at home on a supermarket cardboard box.
Shame, because this book really does deserve to be in every household,
the ever-ready flask of brandy for when you're stranded in the snow.
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Tilling the Soul
Gardening as a Spiritual Path
After a 15 years of apartment living, last year was my first as a
gardener in earnest. My backyard, not much bigger than a picnic blanket,
is flagstone except for an odd patch of earth off to one side. I planted what
I could and put the rest in containers. With each seedling, each handful of
(borrowed) compost, I was certain I was doing everything wrong. Sure
enough, six bushy tomato plants produced exactly two knobby green fruit,
good for a salad garnish at best; the basil grew woody-stemmed and
tiny-leaved (forget homemade pesto); the sedum got trampled by the dog.
But when I stepped outside at night, the scented geranium infused the
air with lemony smells, the sweet alyssum spilled from pots like sea foam,
the moonflowers hovered on the fence as luminous as milk glass. I'd made
mistakes, yes, but what thrived was enough to make opening the kitchen
door a celebration.
Joyce McGreevy understands this journey from uncertainty to
surprise. As she recounts in "Gardening by Heart: The Extraordinary Gift
of an Ordinary Garden," she too has begun a garden with little more than
some shaky self-confidence. "Now and then," McGreevy recalls, "I would
start a garden, with no clue as to what grew well where, enjoying a
fortnight of ill-tended verdure before the brown reality set in. Invariably, I
concluded that I was just not a gardener and had best leave the
mysterious art to its natural-born initiates."
And then her mother--a gardener--died, and nothing was the same.
An uncle suggested McGreevy take a cutting from one of her mother's
plants. She chose rosemary, "the scent of which has, even now, the power
to conjure up my mother's kitchen in vivid detail, right down to the feel of
the Irish linen tablecloth and the companionable music of my parents'
conversation." Rosemary, she learned later, is traditionally the herb of
remembrance. "The lessons of the garden," she writes of this discovery,
"had begun."
It's lessons such as this--a plant can connect us with people as much
as with the earth, indeed it can heal--that McGreevy passes along in her
encouraging, humorous, and beautifully written tribute to the ability of a
garden to transform perception, ground one's being, and offer solace and
rejuvenation to the soul.
p4
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Book Review:
Author: Professor Paul Gilbert
Pages: 352 pages
Publisher: Constable and Robinson - 2nd
Revised Ed edition (25 May 2000)
ISBN-10: 1841191256
ISBN-13: 978-1841191256
Highly recommended.
The following two (slightly abridged)
reviews of this ‘oldie but goodie’ are readers’
submissions to the Amazon web site.
Imagine you knew about a wonderful
diet that helped the majority of it's adherents
to lose weight and keep it off, what would be
your biggest problem? Convincing people it worked?
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) techniques appear to be in a
similar position. Since Beck came up with the principles and developed
CBT into a full therapeutic procedure for depression and anxiety, a steady
stream of evidence has accumulated to support its validity. On the other
hand, the technique is so simple that the hardest part can often be
convincing people that it could ever work. CBT in a nutshell:
1. Depression and anxiety are caused and perpetuated by negative
automatic thoughts which are over generalised, unrealistic and negative.
e.g. "My boss just ignored me when she came in this morning. If she
valued me as part of the team, she'd smile at me. She must be going to
fire me. I'm a failure."
2. CBT involves nailing down these thoughts, thinking up alternative
realistic constructive thoughts and writing it all down. "My boss did not
speak to me this morning but this does not mean she does not value me.
She normally smiles at me and I have not done anything for her to be
displeased with me. It's upsetting to be ignored but it does not reflect on
me as a person, she is probably just in a bad mood."
CBT is mostly about writing down stuff like that. Sounds simple and it
is. Once you get your head round that, the next mountain to climb is
p 13
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A No Claim Bonus?

"A garden is whatever you can raise," she says in one of her gentle
cheers. "It is that place of conscious relationship with nature in which one
becomes apprentice and steward to what grows."

A young and successful executive was travelling down a
neighbourhood street, going a bit too fast in his new Jaguar. He was
watching for kids darting out from between parked cars and slowed down
when he thought he saw something.
As his car passed, no children appeared. Instead, a brick smashed
into the Jag's side door! He slammed on the brakes and backed the Jag
back to the spot where the brick had been thrown. The angry driver hen
jumped out of the car, grabbed the nearest kid and pushed him up against
a parked car shouting, "What was that all about and who are you? Just
what the hell are you doing? That's a new car and that brick you threw is
going to cost a lot of money. Why did you do it?"
The young boy was apologetic. "Please, mister...please, I'm sorry but
I didn't know what else to do," he pleaded. "I threw the brick because no
one else would stop..."
Tearfully, the lad pointed to a spot just around a parked car. "It's my
brother, "he said. "He rolled off the curb and fell out of his wheelchair and I
can't lift him." Now sobbing, the boy asked the stunned executive, "Would
you help me get him back into his wheelchair? He might be hurt and he's
too heavy for me."
The driver tried to swallow the lump in his throat. He hurriedly lifted
the handicapped boy back into the wheelchair, then took out a
handkerchief and dabbed at the scrapes and cuts. A quick look told him
everything was going to be okay. "Thanks and I’m sorry about the brick,"
the grateful child said. ‘Yeah’, said a shaky voice from the wheel chair,
‘Thanks for stopping’.
Shocked and speechless, the man watched the boy push his brother
down the sidewalk. It was a long, slow walk back to the Jag. The damage
was very noticeable, but the driver never bothered to repair the dent.
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While McGreevy clearly knows her viburnum from her verbena by
now, this isn't a how-to book in any sense that would make readers feel
inadequate or overwhelmed. As far as she's concerned, if you don't know
how to cut back a rose bush, you'll learn--by trial and error, taking a class,
or reading another book. More important is that you get out in the garden,
if you have one, or create one, if only on a windowsill or in a pot.
"The point of all this," she writes, "is that somewhere in your
gardening repertoire, as in the wider garden of your life, lies the wonder
plant whose magic precisely matches your ability to tend it. A friend of
mine insists that she is not a gardener because the only things she can
grow are petunias. But I guarantee you've never seen petunias until you've
seen these petunias."
McGreevy doesn't push the "wider garden of your life" metaphor to
the straining point. Gardening, McGreevy concludes, "speaks to a deepseated (deep-seeded?) desire to experience the real, the essential, the
astonishingly possible. To garden is gradually to give up control, to fall
literally to one's knees and come into closer and closer contact with the
tremendous and often bewildering beauty of the living world."
As good a definition of encountering the sacred as any I've seen.

From the Editor
Just a reminder that B.A. is a forum to which everyone committed to
the improvement of mental health care is invited to contribute. Service
Users, Providers, Carers and all interested in mental health are welcome
to submit material. Article inclusion is the responsibility of the Editor, in
consultation, where necessary, with the National Council. So feel free to
chip in with poems, articles, PhD theses, photos, media reviews etc! But
please get material (preferably not hand written), to me at least two weeks
before publication date to allow for printing and sending out: but ASAP is
better if you want to be on the safe side!
Meanwhile, improvements have been made to the e-mailed provision.
B.A. should come to your Inbox directly now.
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Poem: A Change Of Venue Is Tested By The Beehivers

What People Like
ü

being treated with respect and courtesy, especially when they are
feeling distressed or slightly out of control.

ü

being helped to understand their predicament.

ü

being helped to express their concerns fully.

ü

being appreciated.

ü

a responsible attitude to life in themselves and in others.
being seen for the responsible people that they are.

He draws a road from where they’ve always met
to where we’ve come today a different space to try if it can suit.

ü

Sensitivity.

ü

being given feedback that helps them come to terms with their own
distress.

His diagram turns the road to reach a shape:
it’s the hall we’re in, the way he came in, up the stairs;
this was accomplished.

ü

being reminded that there is no need for blame or self-blame in this
world.

ü

being taken seriously, especially when their ideas are uncommon,
extreme or bizarre and especially when they are feeling angry, sad
or frightened.

I’m asking them for a feeling: find a feeling, choose a colour
make marks of your own a dribbled line, feint if it’s embarrassment.
He says he has a feeling. What? Embarrassment, he says.
Find a different feeling of your own.
They make their marks on the scroll I unroll along the stage.

This place is good, is where we used to bus the long road,
we used to go on the bus. He has made it.
The road to school, the feeling is of a road once known,
the feeling is of the bus to school.
Did you come by bus today? He was brought, he says.
The Embarrassment of the tops of buses.
All set, they liked the new venue.
The cost, however, proved too great,
their in-put goes in the out-tray - a Users’ Survey covered.

übeing consulted about matters which
affect them, especially when they don't fully
understand the need for what is being
proposed.
übeing encouraged to choose their own
labels for their states of being.
übeing encouraged to take charge of their
own lives.
being trusted.

and how about the idea that there is
Someone, Somewhere who Someday will
raise us up out of the deepest pits...?
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‘Survival Tactics’

Pride Comes Before a Fall...

You have retreated into the singularity:
imploded into a deluge of inexistence.
Out there are days:
tomorrows whose weights are beyond lifting. Somehow
even yesterdays are relative, have lost their focus, their reality.
There is only an interminable now.
The catalogue of things we do
looks long and burdensome.
There’s little point. You’re through

A:

Please divert your course 15 degrees to the North to avoid collision.

B:

Recommend you divert your course 15 degrees South to avoid collision.

A:

This is the Captain of a US Navy ship. I say again, divert.

B:

No. I say again divert your course.

A:

This is the nuclear powered aircraft carrier Enterprise. We are 1000
feet long with 3000 crew & 66 strike aircraft. Divert your course now!!

B:

This is a lighthouse on a submerged granite outcrop. Your call!

with words picked up and strung in sentences.
They cannot express this dearth of future.
They are too heavy anyhow:
heavier than silence. But now
at last your voice is lighter, lighter than for months.
You lift the smallest skylight on your world:
ask me how I am, and when I’ll come.
I sense the dove you sent out
has brought back hope, a slip of greening.
And that you’ve held the singularity
in your sights, and blown it free,
dared to stare future in the face
and once again believe.
www.christinedeluca.co.uk
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... but Faith sees the invisible, believes the incredible
and receives the impossible!
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Treatments for Depression

mania. But if you have had repeated or long periods of depression, you are
not taking medication for mania as a long-term treatment, and you have not
recently had a manic episode, your healthcare professional should consider
whether any of the following treatments would help you:

Treatments for Depression
If you develop depression when you are already taking medication for
mania, your doctor should first check that you are taking the right dose of
medication and change it if necessary.
You will probably not be offered treatment with an antidepressant right
away if your symptoms are relatively mild. But your healthcare professional
should arrange to see you again, usually within 2 weeks.
If your symptoms are more severe or have become worse you may be
offered an antidepressant (a type called a selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitor or SSRI). If you are already taking medication for mania that is not
an antipsychotic, you may be offered quetiapine.
If you are not already taking medication for mania, you should be
offered one in addition to the antidepressant because there is a risk that
antidepressants can start a manic episode (this is often called ‘switching’).
However, if you decide not to take medication for mania your doctor should
make sure you know the risks, arrange to see you regularly, and give you a
low dose of the antidepressant at first.
If drug treatment does not help you, you may be offered a
psychological treatment that should help you deal with your depressive
thoughts and symptoms and any problems you have, and improve your
relationships. Your healthcare professional may also give you advice about
helping to reduce symptoms of depression. This may include doing exercise
regularly, planning activities, doing things that you enjoy and give you a
sense of achievement, and making sure you have a good diet and sleep well.
If you live with your family or see them regularly, your doctor may offer
you a psychological treatment that involves you and your family.
When you have recovered from depression, you should normally be
advised to stop taking the antidepressants because you could develop
p8

• long-term treatment with a low dose of an antidepressant (an SSRI)
together with medication for mania.
• cognitive behavioural therapy (also known as CBT) in addition to
medication for mania as a long-term treatment
• quetiapine, or • lamotrigine.
If your depression has lasted a long time you may be offered a
befriending service, where a trained volunteer visits you once a week for a
few months, to talk with you and offer practical advice and support.
If you have problems with alcohol or drugs, you may be offered
psychological treatment – such as education about alcohol and drugs –
and encouraged to develop a plan for changing your behaviour.
If you have an anxiety disorder, you may be offered psychological
treatment or an antipsychotic.
How long is long-term treatment for bipolar disorder?
Long-term treatment varies from person to person, but it usually
continues for at least 2 years after an episode and sometimes up to 5 years.
During this time your doctor should see you regularly.
If you wish to stop taking medication within this time, you should discuss
this with your doctor. If, after discussing the advantages and disadvantages
with your doctor, you decide not to take medication long-term, you should
still be offered regular appointments.
<<< Left:
a Flip Chart Full of Ideas!
Stephan gives us our
homework...

>>> Right:
the path to our work area
from our night
accommodation.
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